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Kindergarten
* Reviewing phonograms 1-62.

* Learning phonograms: wr, 

ie, dge, & ei.

●This week’s cues:

wr - You say “cue,” they say

“2 letters.”

dge - You say “cue,” they 

say “3 letters.”

* Phonograms tested on this 

week’s Thursday  written 

phonogram “pickle:” a, e, i, 

o, u, ee, ow, ai, oi, aw, au, 

ew, ui, gu, ph, ough, ey, igh, 

kn, & gn. STUDY!

* Our next spelling 

“pickle” will be this 

Thursday on list #9. 

* If you happened to 

misplace your list 

here are the spelling 

words for this week: 

yard, bring, tell, five, 

ball, law, ask, just, 

way, get, home, much, 

call, long, & love.

* Identifying books 

read as narratives or       

informatives based upon

their text structure.

* Constructing oral   

sentences that make 

sense and are on-topic.

* We will complete a 

“Writing to Report  

Information” writing 

piece about whales.

* Practicing our learned 

math facts: subtracting 2 & 

adding 2 (to even & odd 

numbers), difference of 0 (a 

number take away itself), 

subtracting 1 and 0, adding 1 

and 0 & doubles.

* Today we took a FAS 

assessment, Friday we will take 

a My Math-Check My Progress 

assessment. Both will be 

GRADED & returned the 

following day.

* Counting to 100 by 1’s, 5’s, 

and 10’s, to 50 by 2’s, and 

back from 20.

* Recognizing & writing 

numbers 1-100.

* Reviewing Habits 1-7

* Patterns Are 

Everywhere: Patterns 

of the Seasons

THE KINDER TEAM WOULD REALLY LIKE TO REMIND YOU…

* A Book Report was assigned today, it is due NEXT Monday, February 5th.

* 20 Written Phonogram Pickle “Test” this Thursday, graded, & returned Thursday. 

* Spelling Test - Thursday on List #9 (words found above in spelling section). 

* Poem Recitation - NEXT Tuesday, February 6th & Wednesday, February 7th. Please refer to the 

purple handout sent home last week.

* Field Trip – THIS Wednesday, January 31st to the Children’s Museum of Phoenix.
*** Hernandez’s class - please wear a blue polo (uniform) shirt with a long sleeve true red, white or navy-blue shirt underneath.

*** Lester’s class - please wear a blue polo (uniform) shirt with a long sleeve true red, white or navy-blue shirt underneath.

*** Patten’s class - please wear a red polo (uniform) shirt with a long sleeve true red, white or navy-blue shirt underneath.

*** Schueller’s class - please wear a red polo (uniform) shirt with a long sleeve true red, white or navy-blue shirt underneath.

*** Werden’s class - please wear a white polo (uniform) shirt with a long sleeve true red, white or navy-blue shirt underneath.

Look who’s a 
   year older!

Happy 
Birthday!
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